Advanced Internet services increasingly rely on many components to implement their functionality. These composite services have three important features: they are expensive to deploy, components need to be placed intelligently close to the users to improve quality of experience and they will potentially consume significant amounts of bandwidth. This paper presents Triptych, a multi-objective optimisation framework that tries to optimise according these three dimensions to help the three main stakeholders in the Internet ecosystem: users, application providers and network providers. Triptych implements evolutionary computation approaches for this complex problem, which simultaneously optimise service deployment costs, latency-based user utility and network congestion. These algorithms provide possible operating points, bringing important tools for network managements and resource allocation. A large set of simulations under different scenarios are provided to validate the algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Emerging Internet applications such as virtual/augmented reality (VR/AR), online gaming, wearable cognitive assistance and edge analytics require tight constraints on quality of service (QoS) [4] , [8] , [23] . These applications require extreme low latency and high bandwidth consumption. The general approach is to move computational resources closer to the users to reduce network latency and bandwidth requirements [10] , [17] , [18] , [20] , [30] . Therefore, placement policies will play a key role in delivering good QoS for the end-users.
Finding optimal placement for services is an NP-hard problem [9] , [20] . In this class of problems, a composite service comprises several components potentially deployed by servers in different locations. Those components need to be connected in a pre-defined topology or workflow, which can be defined as a combination of chain, parallel and/or loop structures [20] . A typical example of composite service is Network Functions Virtualisation (NFV) paradigm where network functionality is split up into multiple building blocks that need to be chained together to provide the required functionality [11] - [13] .
In this scenario, the key challenges of composite services are: (a) how to optimally deploy services on different servers in distinct locations; and, (b) how to find optimal routing path connecting service instances as a pre-defined workflow. Several studies have previously attempted to solve one of these challenges without addressing both of them simultaneously. For instance, service placement optimisation has been addressed in [1] , [17] , [18] , [20] , [30] , [31] . On the other hand, several optimal formulations and heuristic algorithms have been proposed for routing issues [5] , [6] , [15] .
In this paper, we first show that optimising service placement only can cause serious network congestion (section IV-C). Therefore we propose Triptych framework to simultaneously optimise both network routing and service placement decision. This combination significantly increases the problem complexity, but it ensures user QoS while reducing operating costs for application and network providers.
In brief, the contributions of our work are as follows:
• We design a general-purpose definition of service topology, which allows to address different composition structures and combinations of these structures. • We optimise both network routing and service placement at the same time. This combination helps to significantly improve user QoS as well as reducing operational costs. • We introduce a weighting scheme in the objective function, as an approach to allow selecting operating points according to preferences of the application and the network providers. • We conduct extensive numerical studies under synthetic datasets over real network topology. The simultion results show significant improvements on user latency, network congestion and operational cost. The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we present a literature review of related work on service placement and routing optimisation. In section III, we design multi-objective genetic algorithms to trade-off between deployment costs, user latency and network congestion. We show evaluation results of those algorithms in section IV and conclude the work in section V.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Service composition
Optimising service placement and service selection is an important research topic to improve QoS, as well as reducing operational costs. In this trend, work has been done for optimising atomic service performance [1] , [17] , [18] , [24] , ISBN 978-3-903176-16-4 c 2019 IFIP IFIP Networking 2019 1570511770 [30] , [31] . Atomic service is a classical paradigm where all the required functionality is built into a single component. The authors in [17] , [18] have introduced a novel utilitybased service placement algorithm to significantly improve user utility compared with the classical closest-based placement approach. On the other hand, DONAR [30] has been proposed as a decentralised server selection method for cloud services aiming to optimise both client performance and server load. In this work, we consider to optimise several aspects of composite services, which translates into a much more complex problem than the atomic services one.
Service composition or composite services require multiple components to be executed sequentially or concurrently. For instance, recent work on NFV deployment has considered to optimise chain structure where each component is executed sequentially, thus the output of a component will be the input for the next one [2] , [3] , [20] , [27] .
The authors in [20] have proposed a general framework for maximising user utility in composite services. However, a major limitation of that work is that it does not consider the underlying network routing between service components. This limitation can potentially cause network congestion, as we show in our results (see Section IV-C).
Another work in this topic is DRENCH [27] , a semidistributed resource management framework for NFV based service function chaining. DRENCH incorporates a traffic load-balancing algorithm to estimate network function instance loads. Then, each NFV node independently directs flows to an appropriate least-loaded service instance. However, the DRENCH framework is designed only for NFV chaining which is the linear and the loop structures (see Figure 1 and Figure 3 ). In this work, we investigate a further step to optimise for both service placement and underlying routing between components, which is applicable for all kinds of composite service structures, including, but not limited to, linear, tree, loop structures or any combination of those (Section III-A). Furthermore, we consider more realistic models of cost and latency.
B. Network routing optimisation
Traffic engineering is an important approach to make efficient use of network resources with loose guarantees on delay, loss and throughput for end users [5] , [6] , [15] . For instance, Fortz et al. [5] proposed algorithms to optimise weight setting for Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) routing for better load balancing. In [6] , the authors have proposed algorithm to optimise OSPF routing for more efficient use of network resources in traffic and network change scenarios. In [7] , [15] , the authors have proposed optimal and heuristic algorithms for finding routing solution in order to save network power consumption. A hybrid traffic engineering approach of application and network layers has been proposed to improve network efficiency especially for large-scale streaming applications [19] . The authors in [22] have designed optimisation and evolutionary meta-heuristic algorithms to find link weight setting for link-state protocols such as Open Shortest Path First (OSPF). Recently, machine learning has been applied to Internet routing domain [21] , [28] , [29] . The authors in [28] , [29] show how routing be formulated as an machine learning problem. Then they solve the problem using both supervised learning [14] and reinforcement learning [26] . Their preliminary results show that supervised learning might be ineffective if the traffic conditions do not exhibit very high regularity. Then they suggest that applying deep reinforcement learning to this context yields high performance. However, all those aforementioned works assume the location of service instances is fixed and they try to optimise network routing only. In this work, by looking at both traffic engineering and service placement, Triptych tries to simultaneously optimise deployment cost, end-to-end latency and network congestion.
III. TRIPTYCH -MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMISATION OF COMPOSITE SERVICES
In this section, we first introduce three basic structures of composite services. These structures can be combined to form any complex composite service structures. We then formally define the problem and design Triptych, an evolutionary algorithm to simultaneously optimise cost, latency and congestion for a general composite service structure. One of the most common structures of composite service is the chain or linear structure. As an example, a user needs to watch a video on demand (VoD) content on his device (e.g. smart phone, tablet or smart TV). In Figure 1 , the three virtual services vOriginServer, vT ranscoder and vCache need to be connected as a chain to deliver a video stream to the user. The vOriginServer acts as the root server sending the stream to the vT ranscoder and the vCache. The vT ranscoder is responsible for transcoding the video stream into varying levels of quality to support adaptive streaming. The vCache is used to cache/store encoded video streams so that it can serve users quickly without connecting to the vOriginServer. For this linear structure, the end-to-end latency will be accumulated from each hop of the chain (including network latency and processing delay at each node). Figure 2 shows an overview of the scenario covered by the remote production in broadcasting use case. The on-site reporter needs to send high quality content back to the media process engine before being broadcasted. The encoded video and the translated audio produced by the transcoder and the translation engine will be merged at the media process engine before sending out to the viewers. The translating step can be done in parallel with the encoding step and the end-to-end latency will be the longest of the two branches. This structure forms a directed acyclic graph and is referred to as a tree or a parallel structure. The third structure we are presenting is a cycle or a loop structure. An example could be the closed loop system shown in Figure 3 . It is similar to the chain structure except there is a loop to provide feedback for making decisions in subsequent rounds. The end-to-end latency is accumulated from each hop. Examples of this include services where components send any sort of application feedback to the source. We use the linear structure use case ( Figure 1) as an example of the optimisation problem addressed by Triptych. In brief, high-quality communication paths between the vOriginServer and the users are critical for VoD systems. Performance of the system is related to available bandwidth, latency of network links, computational capability and location of servers where service instances are deployed. To guarantee QoS, it may be necessary to modify the network path (e.g. via a SDN controller) or select service instances in different locations. In Figure 4 , we show an example of two users watching the same VoD stream. In this example, there are several servers where we can deploy service instances (vOriginServer, vT ranscoder and vCache). We need to create a linear structure (or VNF chain) to connect between the vOriginServer, the vT ranscoder, the vCache and each of the users as a chain. To reduce operational costs, the vOriginServer and the vT ranscoder instances can be shared between the two chains as shown in Figure 4 . However, we assume that the link (R 1 − R 2 ) has limited bandwidth. Therefore, Triptych decides to route traffic flows of the two chains from S 1 to S 2 via different paths to avoid making the link (R 1 − R 2 ) congested. On the other hand, to guarantee low latency, the vCache needs to be located close to the end user, thus Triptych deploys the two instances of the vCache in S 3 and S 4 for the two users. To sum up, the Triptych algorithm needs to take into account deployment cost, application delay and network congestion in making decisions on service instance placement and the corresponding underline network routing.
A. Composite service structures
B. Triptych problem definition
In this section, we will firstly define the data structures involved in the definition of the composite service structure. Then, we will introduce the concepts related to service placement and network routing optimisation and show how we connect them in Triptych.
1) General-purpose tree definition: A given instance of the composite service structure will be represented by a tree where each node represents a service instance that needs to be deployed in a suitable server and the tree will define the dependencies between service instances. The branches on the tree indicate services that can be executed in parallel, while a linear chain of nodes indicates services that need to be completed sequentially. We use nodes with replicated identifiers to indicate the same service instance in the loop structure (see Figure 5c ). In this way, we have a general representation scheme that allows to define different service structures.
We show in Figure 5 how the three composite structures be represented. In Figure 5b , the Transcoder and the Translation Engine need to connect to the root which is the OriginServer. Then they both connect to the Media Process Engine and the tree is terminated at the user. Note that in Figure 5c the "Com & Adj (1)" and "Com & Adj (2)" are the same "Compare & Adjust" instance (with replicated identifier) in the loop structure in Figure 3 .
The tree is represented by a root node r and a function s T that provides, for each node, the list of its successors in the tree: T = (r, s T ). Note that for a given service s, the list s T (n) will provide the services that need to be completed in order for s to be able to start. For a given service tree T , we can also define Serv T , which is the list of services in the tree, i.e. the full set of services that appear at least once in the tree's nodes. |Serv T | will therefore be used to denote the number of distinct services.
2) Service placement optimisation: The optimisation algorithm will define which servers to deploy service instances for each user. This decision is made by trading off cost with performance of the network, such as latency and congestion. Each server s kj ∈ S j (S j represents the set of all servers able to deploy service j), will be defined by a tuple (F f kj , F v kj ) containing, respectively, the fixed deployment cost (F f kj ) of the service j at server k and its variable cost (F v kj ). • Fixed cost: the cost of deploying the service instance for the first time at a server. For example, this can be thought as the cost of software installation in that server. The fixed cost is incurred only once and does not vary with the number/size of service instances at a certain location. • Variable cost: this cost is proportional to the resources used by the service instances. The more service instances are deployed, the more resources are consumed and hence the cost increases with the number of instances.
The service placement optimisation algorithm can be executed at various timescales, including initial service deployment and ongoing reconfiguration to migrate existing services, instantiate new services, undertake service scaling as demand patterns change. On the other hand, composite service optimisation is used to determine which instances of services should be interconnected to meet performance and cost objectives for specific user session requests. This can be undertaken at initial session establishment, as well as for the optimisation of already running sessions/VNF forwarding graph (VNFFG) instances.
3) Routing optimisation: In this work, we add the network routing dimension to the problem. Thus, we will consider a network defined as a directed graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of nodes, while E represents links connecting them. Each link e ∈ E has a capacity C e defining the amount of traffic it can accommodate. In addition, each link e ∈ E is associated with a propagation delay L e . When demands are allocated to the links in the network, the total amount of traffic allocated over a link will be given by its load l e . From the link capacity and load, a link utilization u e is calculated as: u e = l e /C e . We assume that each user i ∈ U is connected to a node in the network topology (see Figure 4 ). The routing optimisation objective is to find an optimal end-to-end path connecting from the first to the subsequent service instances in the composite structure and finishing at the end-user. The optimal path needs to take into account network latency and link loads. In addition, the routing optimisation also provides feedback to the service placement optimisation. For instance when the placement optimisation receives feedback saying that the link (R 2 , S 2 ) in Figure 4 is congested, it should instantiate new vT ranscoder in another location to reduce the load on the link (R 2 , S 2 ). The Triptych optimisation algorithm needs to take into account three dimensions in the formulation of the objective function: latency, cost and network congestion. We define, in the next subsection the multi-objective cost function used in the Triptych algorithm.
C. Multi-objective cost function 1) Latency: We consider latency which includes both network latency and processing time at the server where service instances are deployed. Also, some services require an extreme low latency between the users and the first hop service instance. For example, users should connect to a low-latency rendering component in an online game service to reduce lag as the player moves viewpoint, while the game simulation engine itself could be located more remotely, if the positions of other players do not change rapidly and so a longer latency would not impact game play. Therefore, along with the endto-end latency, we also consider the first hop latency as a component of the cost function when deploying a composite service.
Inspired by the utility function from the work [18] , we define a minimum and the maximum first hop and end-toend latency thresholds. Hence, each user request, i ∈ U , will be defined by a tuple (D i , L f h min , L f h max , L e2e min , L e2e max ), which define, respectively, the user demand, and the minimum and maximum required first hop and end-to-end latency. The minimum and maximum latency thresholds are used to capture the nature of the penalty imposed over the performance for services. For some services, if the latency is less than L min , the improvement is not perceived by the users of that service, thus the penalty is always zero. For instance, in high-quality voice over IP service, if latency is less or equal to L min = 20 ms, the users get a feeling of real voice communication [25] . Therefore, there is no need to consider any penalty (P = 0 - Figure 6 ) when the latency is less or equal to L min . On the other hand, 150 ms is about the limit for keeping the user's attention focused. Therefore, a huge penalty needs to set if the latency is more than L max = 150 ms. We show in Figure 6 a graph of penalty vs. metric, where the metric X in this case refers to latency. 
where P i e2e and P i f h represent the penalties for end-to-end and first-hop latencies for user request i, being obtained by applying the penalty function p depicted in Figure 6 to the computed values of the respective latencies (Y is set to 10 in our experiments), given an assignment of services to servers. Note that in the current model, we do not consider the impact of network congestion on the latency. For example, congestion on a link can increase queuing delay which in the end impacts on the overall latency. We plan a future work to incorporate queuing delay into the general latency model.
2) Deployment costs: We optimise both the fixed cost and the variable costs (see section III-B2) in the Triptych algorithm. So the total cost T C of a solution (an assignment of services to specific servers) is calculated by T C = F C + V C, summing the fixed costs (F C) incurred in the used servers and the variable costs (V C) for all user requests. The fixed cost is, thus, calculated as follows:
where b jk is a binary variable, taking value 1 if the server s k is used to deploy service j, and 0 otherwise.
On the other hand, the variable costs are calculated as:
where b jki is a binary variable, taking value 1 if the server s k is used to deploy service j processing the user request i, which has a total demand of D i . To be able to create a unified cost function, we also normalise the cost penalty -P cost = p(T C) -using the convex piecewise linear function as shown in Figure 6 . The penalty cost is zero if the sum of fixed cost and variable cost are less or equal than a defined minimum budget Cost min , and we set a fast growing penalty for total costs above a threshold Cost max . In our experiments, Cost min was calculated as the minimum possible cost to satisfy all demands, while Cost max was set to be equal to 2 × Cost min .
3) Network congestion: In this work, we use the congestion measure proposed by Fortz and Thorup in their seminal paper [5] . It is defined by a cost (or penalty) Φ which is the sum of the cost function Φ e (u e ) for each link e ∈ E. This is a convex piecewise linear penalty function, which has a low growth for small link utilisations, but increases more quickly with the link utilisation (see the piecewise convex penalty function in [5] ). It has the advantage over metrics as maximum link utilisation of considering all links in the network, while also penalising heavily overloaded links.
As proposed in the original publication, this metric can be normalized over distinct network topologies, computing Φ * , which divides the penalty Φ over the minimum load in the network, obtained by routing over shortest paths with link weights set to 1. In this case, the optimal theoretical value of the objective function is 1.
Note that the definition of this objective function follows the same principles of the two previous ones. Since the optimal value in this case is 1, we set P congestion = 1 − Φ * . In this way, network congestion can be combined with latency and cost in the multi-objective formulation. 4) Overall cost function: Here, we consider two scenarios: in the first, which we will denote by service placement optimisation only (SPO), we address the optimisation of the assignment of the required services for all user requests seeking to minimize P latency and P cost , while in the latter (our Triptych algorithm) we will consider also routing in the network, and therefore will add a third objective (P congestion ) to the optimisation framework.
In this work, we consider an aggregation of the different cost functions through a sum of their values, weighted by considering individual parameters for each component. Thus, our objective will be to minimize P , defined as:
As a way to further normalize the results, we will consider only cases where (α + β + γ = 1). In the case of SPO, we will consider γ to be set to 0.
Notice that as the latency, cost and congestion values are normalized, the optimal value of each of the components of the cost function is 0, and therefore this will also be the theoretical optimal value of P , although this might not be achievable given the specific instances. In addition, when we set α = β = γ = 1/3, the three components are considered in the optimization process with the same priority.
D. Evolutionary Algorithm 1) Overall structure of the EA: We address the optimisation problem formulated in the previous section through the use of Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs). These are justified in this case by the complexity of the underlying optimisation problem and by the numerous cases where they have shown success in related tasks [20] , [22] . We present in Figure 7 a general flowchart showing the main steps of the EA. We implemented the EA based on the inspyred package in Python 1 , following the default structure of the provided EA. Next, we explain in detail the steps of the EA:
• Initialisation: The initial population is a set of potential solutions to the problem. Each solution contains a list of integers, each being randomly generated within the allowed range for each position. • New population: after each generation, a new population is created by the following steps until reaching the stopping criterion: -Selection: select parents from a population according to their fitness (the lower the fitness, the higher chance to be selected). -Crossover: using the selected crossover operator, create new individuals (offspring) from the selected parents. -Mutation: over the generation, use the selected mutation operators to change part of their genes. -Reinsertion: the newly generated offspring will be combined with some individuals selected from the previous population to create the next population.
1 https://pypi.org/project/inspyred/ • Stop: if the termination criterion is reached (maximum number of solution evaluations), the algorithm stops, and returns the best solution in the current population.
2) Solution representation and evaluation:
A solution for the considered optimisation problem is represented as an individual in the EA, and is encoded as a list of integer values. This list encompasses two parts, the first represents the assignment of the services to specific servers, for each user request, while the latter represents the way routing is done in the network, through the definition of weights for each network link, used to route the traffic using an intra-domain routing protocol as OSPF. Notice that in the SPO case, only the first part of the solutions exists.
Regarding the first part, the service-server assignment, the length is given by |U | × |Serv T |. Thus, for each user request, all services defined in the structure have an assigned server. The integer value at each position will specify the index of the server assigned to deploy that specific service for that user request. This part of the solution is decoded into a finite function indexed by user identifier. For each user, another finite function from service to server identifier keeps the assignment for that specific user request.
Regarding the second part, encoding routing weights, the length is given by the number of links in the network. Each value specifies the weight of a link, to be used in the shortest path calculation for each demand, using the defined intradomain routing protocol (e.g. OSPF). The range of the values in this part of the individual is the set [1, M axW ]. In the experiments, M axW was considered to be 20.
Each individual is evaluated by first decoding its genome (list of integer values) into a service-server assignment for each user, and if routing is optimised into the OSPF weights, as described. The service-server assignment is used to compute the penalties for latency and costs, as described in Sections III-C1 and III-C2. The routing weights are used to compute the full paths for each user request, from those the respective link loads and utilisations, and finally compute the congestion penalty (see Section III-C3). The fitness of each individual is given by the overall penalty P , computed as given by the Equation 4 .
3) Genetic operators: The EA implemented in this work, makes use of both crossover and mutation operators. Regarding the crossover, we use a single operator provided by the inspyred package, namely the one-point crossover. This takes two parents, cuts in a random position and combines the genes alternating from each parent, generating two new solutions (individuals).
Regarding mutation, we make use of three different operators: random mutation, an operator from the inspyred package which randomly changes the value of a given gene for another in the allowed range for that position (given a probability per position); increment mutation, which changes a randomly selected gene adding or subtracting one; and, an intelligent mutation, which works as random mutation but only accepts the change if it leads to a higher fitness value, being the process repeated N mut times (in the experiments, we considered its value to be 20). 4) Other parameters: In the EA, the selection of the parents to undergo recombination is based on ranking selection, where individuals are ranked and selection is made based on values calculated from the ranking position. The recombination scheme is generational, being replaced in each generation 80% of the individuals in the population, with an elitism value of 2 (i.e. the two best individuals are always kept). The population size was set to 100, and the termination criterion is based on a maximum number of solutions evaluated (set to 20000 in the experiments).
In the objective function, the default values for the weights were the following: α = 0.4, β = 0.3, γ = 0.3. For SPO, both α and β were set to 0.5.
IV. EVALUATION A. Simulation setup
We evaluated Triptych's performance testing with three composite structures: the linear (Figure 1 ), the tree (Figure 2 ), and the loop (Figure 3) .
We use the Geant network as the core topology, which contains 22 nodes and 36 links, as shown in Figure 8 [16] .
Fig. 8: Geant network topology
Over this network core, we simulated a set of problem instances, by generating realistic values of user demands, server costs and latency requirements (end-to-end and firsthop). We considered 2 distinct levels of latency requirements and of overall demands (named A and B) to create distinct levels of difficulty (where A is the easier and B the more difficult scenario). For instance, latency thresholds L min and L max in A are bigger than those in B. As a result, there is more chance for finding good solutions in A than in B.
Users and servers are randomly placed in network nodes, although the proportion of nodes that can deploy servers was considered to be 30% of the whole set. All generated instances have an average of 5 user requests per network node.
B. Algorithm convergence
We show in Figure 9 how the EAs converge over 250 generations, corresponding to 20000 solution evaluations in a selected set of cases which are representative of the whole set of simulations. We show the convergence of SPO and Triptych algorithms for the linear, the tree and the loop structures. As SPO is simpler than Triptych in terms of algorithm complexity, SPO has better fitness values in the first generations. However, the two algorithms quickly converge to stable fitness values in less than 100 generations. The other observation is that computational complexity increases from the linear to the tree and the loop structures. As a result, the linear structure converges in less than 50 generations while it takes around 100 generations for the loop structure to reach its point of convergence.
To benchmark Triptych, one would argue that we need to design an optimal formulation (e.g. using integer linear program) and compare Triptych's result with the optimal one. Recall that Triptych tries to minimize the fitness function P (Equation 4) where P ≥ 0. Therefore, we can derive the optimal fitness value which is P optimal ≥ 0. As shown in Figure 9 , the fitness values in all the three structures converge to a value which is close to zero (see Figure10, Table II and  Table III for the exact value of P ). In other word, we can see that Triptych algorithm performs well and is able to find near-optimal solutions.
C. Triptych vs. service placement optimisation only
In this section, we show a comparison between Triptych and the service placement optimisation only (SPO). The full results are shown in Table II . Column T stands for the topology -L (linear), T (tree) and P (loop). Columns D and L represent the two levels of demands and latency requirements, respectively (see section IV-A). The other columns represent the results of the EA for the three components of the objective function. Each EA was run 5 times and the mean of the results for the best solution are shown in the table. Notice that for SPO the penalty regarding the congestion is not optimised and is shown to illustrate the values of congestion obtained when this is not taken into account. The first conclusion we may take from the analysis of these results is that the SPO provides good results for latency and costs in the tested instances, but by not taking into account the routing in the network it causes unacceptable levels of congestion in the network, with values for P cong around 2000, which means that there are several highly overloaded links in the network.
On the other hand, the Triptych algorithm provides acceptable results for the three objectives in all instances. Of course, with more constraints on the solution space, Triptych has, in most cases, slightly higher penalties on cost and latency, as compared to SPO. Still, these are normally not very significant, being still on a range of quite acceptable values, are largely compensated by major improvements on network congestion. Indeed, Triptych significantly improves on the congestion path. Note that as SPO does not consider routing, we assume that shortest path is used between two service instances. For example, in Figure 4 , if using SPO the routing between S 1 and S 2 for the two flows will always be [S 1 −R 1 −R 2 −S 2 ] which causes serious congestion on the link R 1 − R 2 . Therefore, Triptych is far better in term of routing flexibility to overcome congested links.
D. Triptych results for instances with different latency requirements
One of the observations from the results in the previous section is that the levels of latency requirements seem to affect heavily the results. We show in this section how Triptych reacts with different latency levels. We consider one of the instances for each topology and vary the latency requirements in four levels (L1 − L4), from the hardest to the easiest. As shown in Figure 10 , the cost, latency and congestion penalties reduce from the L1 to L4 scenarios. This observation is true in all the composite service structures. This shows some consistency in the results of the algorithm, and demonstrates it can be used over a large range of possible scenarios.
E. Triptych results with different weighted parameters
One of the main advantages of Triptych is that the weights defined for each component of the cost function provides flexibility to network operators to choose different operating points with distinct trade-offs of the objectives.
To illustrate this, we show in Table III how Triptych reacts with different weights in the objective function described in section III-C4, for a selected instance (in this case, using the linear structure). We vary α, β and γ which respectively control the importance of latency (including first-hop and endto-end latency), cost (including fixed and variable costs) and congestion in the objective function. Recall that α+β +γ = 1, and thus we take the default configuration and try variants where one (or two) of these weights is increased or reduced, being this compensated by the other one(s).
If we set α > β, the Triptych algorithm tends to reduce latency, but potentially increases the cost. For instance, when we increase α in the configurations w1 − w12 and as a result, the latency penalties tend to be reduced. A similar observation can be found for β and γ.
However, as we are dealing with the three weights (α, β and γ) at the same time, changing one of them also has impact on the others. For example, the weight settings w10, w11 and w12 have the same α value, but the latency penalties are different as we change β and γ. Finding the correlation between the three weights is important as it helps to decide suitable operating points. For example, based on these results, if one needs to minimise the cost while having congestion penalty to be less than 1, the weight setting w12 should be used. In summary, by changing the weights, Triptych can provide an approximation of the Pareto front of the trade-off between the three objectives (latency, cost and congestion).
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose Triptych, a multi-objective optimisation framework for deployment of cost, application delay and bandwidth usage for composite services. Since this is an NP-hard problem, we design an evolutionary algorithm for solving the problem. Based on simulation results on several realistic instances, we show that comparing to service placement optimisation only, Triptych significantly improves network congestion, while keeping relatively fair penalties on cost and latency. In addition, Triptych reacts well with different levels of network configuration.
In future work, we plan to further develop online algorithms to dynamically change placement/routing solutions ondemand. Also, the exploration of alternatives for multiobjective optimisation based on EAs specifically designed for this purpose will be pursued.
